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the first book in a thrilling fantasy trilogy starring one of the animal kingdom s
most hunted heroes foxcraft is full of excitement and heart and a touch of magic
isla and her brother are two young foxes living just outside the lands of the furless
humans the life of a fox is filled with dangers but isla has begun to learn
mysterious skills meant to help her survive then the unthinkable happens
returning to her den isla finds it set ablaze and surrounded by strange foxes and
her family is nowhere in sight forced to flee she escapes into the cold gray world of
the furless now isla must navigate this bewildering and deadly terrain all while
being hunted by a ruthless enemy in order to survive she will need to master the
ancient arts of her kind magical gifts of cunning known only to foxes she must
unravel the secrets of foxcraft isla is young fox whose world is shattered when her
family suddenly vanishes she must track them down a search which will lead her to
the elders a society of shape shifting foxes and to her own legacy as one of the
world s most tormented creatures isla must outwit these perils with her flair for
foxcraft skills of cunning known only to foxes the final book in a thrilling fantasy
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trilogy starring one of the animal kingdom s most hunted heroes foxcraft is full of
excitement and heart and a touch of magic isla has arrived at the frigid snowlands
to find her lost brother pirie the tundra is a harsh place and the wolves who live
within its icy kingdoms are harsher still but isla s flair for the mysterious arts of
foxcraft has grown tremendously the young fox is on a mission of grave importance
a cruel and powerful fox known as the mage is using his own mastery of foxcraft to
summon an ancient threat if he succeeds then more than just pirie s life will be at
stake but isla discovers the once proud wolves are broken and wary their king is
weak struck by a peculiar madness and a rival kingdom threatens their borders if
isla can t find help amongst the wolves then the whole world will burn isla
continues her search for her missing brother with haiki a friendly fox who helps
her navigate the treacherous wildlands and together they seek out the elders from
whom they hope to learn ancient art of foxcraft wonder mysticism heartache and
joy are the stones that set the path to one girl s journey as her destiny unfolds in
the village of huanan in medieval china the deity that rules is the great huli jing
though twelve year old li jing s name is a different character entirely from the huli
jing the sound is close enough to provide constant teasing but maybe is also a
source of greater destiny and power jing s life isn t easy her father is a poor tea
farmer and her family has come to the conclusion that in order for everyone to
survive jing must be sacrificed for the common good she is sold as a bride to the
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koh family where she will be the wife and nursemaid to their three year old son ju
nan it s not fair and jing feels this bitterly especially when she is treated poorly by
the koh s and sold yet again into a worse situation that leads jing to believe her
only option is to run away and find home again with the help of a spider who
weaves jing a means to escape and a nightingale who helps her find her way jing
embarks on a quest back to huanan and to herself the first modern chinese middle
grade series to be translated and brought to the english speaking market from
bestselling author chen jiatong a young white fox dreams of being human when his
parents are taken from him long held secrets and a legend about a miraculous
treasure rise to the surface in this perilous quest for self discovery when a young
white fox named dilah discovers a human family he begins to dream of being
human himself but when his parents are assassinated long held secrets and a
legend about a miraculous treasure rise to the surface a treasure with the power to
make animals human the clues to its location are contained in a moonstone buried
beneath their den but evil blue foxes seek the treasure too and dilah must race to
find it first along the way he meets all sorts of other creatures a friendly seal an
ancient tortoise and a fierce leopard but can he stay one step ahead the second
novel in the chinese bestselling white fox series translated by jennifer feeley and
with illustrations by viola wang the quest continues as white fox dilah and his
friends follow the moonstone s guiding light hearts set on transforming into
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humans along the way they discover hostile terrain new friends fearsome enemies
and legendary magic including a mythical enchanted forest which may be the
answer to all their prayers but can they pass the ultimate test and prove they have
what it takes to be human an epic tale of friendship bravery and sacrifice awaits
new york times bestseller from stacyplays creator of the mega popular youtube
series dogcraft comes a thrilling illustrated novel about a girl raised by a pack of
wolves and her quest to protect their shared forest home the first in a new
minecraft inspired fantasy adventure series stacy was raised by wolves she s never
needed humans to survive and from what she sees of humans they re dangerous
and unpredictable for as long as she can remember stacy s pack of six powerful
playful wolves addison basil everest noah tucker and wink have been her only
family together stacy s pack patrols the forest to keep other animals safe relying
on her wits and each wolf s unique abilities to accomplish risky rescue missions
but as the forest changes and new dangers begin lurking are stacy and the wolves
prepared for the perils that await them fans of dantdm trayaurus and the
enchanted crystal and the warriors series plus shows like ranger bob will love this
minecraft inspired adventure lost and alone mati the cat seeks acceptance from a
pack of feral cats at cressida lock but in order to defeat the assassin on his trail
mati must unlock the secret of his true identity and learn to harness an ancient and
deadly feline power john reynolds gardiner s classic action packed adventure story
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about a thrilling dogsled race has captivated readers for more than thirty years
based on a rocky mountain legend stone fox tells the story of little willy who lives
with his grandfather in wyoming when grandfather falls ill he is no longer able to
work the farm which is in danger of foreclosure little willy is determined to win the
national dogsled race the prize money would save the farm and his grandfather but
he isn t the only one who desperately wants to win willy and his brave dog
searchlight must face off against experienced racers including a native american
man named stone fox who has never lost a race exciting and heartwarming this
novel has sold millions of copies and was named a new york times outstanding
children s book long before humans walked the earth there were two tribes of cats
the sa mau of the nile delta and the abyssinia tygrine from ancient nubia armed
with mysterious powers the ruthless sa sought to crush the tygrine and condemn
all cats to darkness even those who believe the legend claim the tribes became
extinct 9 000 years ago with the domestication of cats they are mistaken mati lives
among the street cats at cressida lock but mati is different he is a tygrine the last
of his kind a new york times bestselling series from stacyplays the youtube
sensation with over 2 million subscribers comes the exhilarating third book in her
minecraft inspired adventure series about a girl raised by wolves stacy always
knew that the intelligent playful wolves who raised her weren t like other animals
normal wolf packs don t spend their time rescuing animals and caring for an
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orphaned girl but lately stacy s wolves have revealed to her just how special they
are supernaturally special the wolves each have their own unique ability they can
breathe underwater run at impossible speeds heal wounds and more they re
extraordinary but how did they get that way determined to uncover the truth stacy
leads the pack north but the harsh tundra biome pushes the pack to its limits can
they survive long enough to discover the truth and is stacy prepared for what the
truth actually is fans of minecraft the crash and popularmmos presents a hole new
world will love this illustrated action packed series fantasy fiction a quest to find
an enchanted bird from the back streets of london to a dazzling new world sash
hates school with its menacing teachers and stuck up students his father max a
taxidermist is too busy to notice sash longs for a life of freedom when he finds a
riddle in his father s study his life is changed for ever as he embarks on a quest to
find a mythical bird accompanied by school princess verity sash travels to a
faraway land his dreams of adventure are about to come true but as sash and
verity discover even paradise has a dark side from bestselling and award winning
author sara pennypacker comes the long awaited sequel to pax gorgeously crafted
utterly compelling with stunning illustrations by award winning author and
illustrator jon klassen for fans of warriors and wings of fire comes a magical
adventure story about a street cat who s mistaken for a wizard s familiar whether
furry flippered or feathered you ll be taking a closer look at your family pet
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michael buckley author of the sisters grimm and nerds when aldwyn a young alley
cat on the run ducks into a mysterious pet shop he doesn t expect his life to change
but that s exactly what happens when jack a young wizard in training picks aldwyn
to be his magical familiar finally off the tough streets aldwyn thinks he s got it
made he just has to convince the other familiars the know it all blue jay skylar and
the friendly tree frog gilbert that he s the telekinetic cat he claims to be but when
jack and two other wizards in training are captured by the evil queen aldwyn will
have to use all of his street smarts a few good friends and a nose for adventure to
save the day this delightful indie next pick is beloved by hundreds of thousands of
readers and was named to nine state award lists don t miss any of the exciting
books in the familiars series secrets of the crown circle of heroes and palace of
dreams isla and her brother are two young foxes living just outside a human city
but one night isla returns to her den to find it destroyed and surrounded by
strange vicious foxes so she takes refuge in the city while she masters foxcraft the
ancient magical arts of her kind perfect for fans of the animorphs and warriors
series devon hughes s exhilarating debut is full of friendship heroism high stakes
and epic adventure castor has always been a stray prowling with his pack in the
back alleys of lion s head that is until the day that he s captured and taken to a
dark laboratory full of terrifying creatures they re called unnaturals and they re
made to fight soon castor is transformed from a mutt into a powerful beast with
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huge eagle wings and he s thrust into the fighting ring he knows he ll need all of
his courage to survive but it will take unexpected human and animal allies and
something even more than courage for him to save the unnaturals from bestselling
author katherine lasky comes the first book in wolves of the beyond a stunning
new spinoff from her legendary owl series guardians of ga hoole a wolf mother has
given birth but the warm bundle snuffling next to her brings only anguish the pup
otherwise healthy has a twisted leg and the mother knows what the harsh code of
the pack demands her pup will be taken from her and abandoned on a desolate hill
the pack cannot have weakness the wolf mother knows that her pup is condemned
to die but alone in the wilderness the pup faolan does not perish this his story a
story of survival of courage and of love triumphant this is faolan s story the wolf
pup who rose up to change forevever the wolves of the beyond from the bestselling
author of the blackthorn key series comes a thrilling ocean s eleven like heist story
for young readers now in trade paperback format five kids with unusual talents are
brought together to commit an impossible crime failure is unacceptable but
success could be deadly a magic infused fantasy that brings together a ragtag
group of kids to pull off a crime so difficult countless adults have already tried and
failed lured by the promise of more money than they ve ever dreamed of five young
criminals are hired to steal a heavily guarded treasure from the most powerful
sorcerer in the city there s callan the con artist meribel the expert at acrobatics
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and knives gareth the researcher lachlan who can obtain anything and foxtail
whose mysterious eyeless mask doesn t hinder her ability to climb walls like a
spider though their shadowy backgrounds mean that they ve never trusted anyone
but themselves the five must learn to rely on each other in order to get the job
done but as callan has been warned most of his life it s best to stay away from
magic it can turn on you at any moment and make you think you re the one
running the con game when in reality you re the one being fooled faced with these
unsurmountable odds can the new friends pull off this legendary heist or has their
luck finally run out for fans of how to train your dragon and the hobbit the sizzling
magical fantasy adventure that began with a darkness of dragons continues brave
friends patch wren and barver are no strangers to danger they take peril in their
stride as they seek out their deadly foe the evil piper of hamelyn but trying to stop
his quest for power may end in a battle that will tear the three young heroes world
apart it has all the ingredients of a perfect fantasy adventure kieran larwood
author of the legend of podkin one ear determined not to lose their friends jonah
and his sister katherine grab chip s arms just as he s being sent away prepare for
the unfamiliar when every bit of human magic disappears suddenly from vastia it
falls on the familiars aldwyn the telekinetic cat skylar the know it all blue jay and
gilbert the gullible tree frog to find the crown of the snow leopard an ancient relic
that can reverse the curse they learn that the only way to do this is by following in
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the paw prints of aldwyn s missing father who went searching for the crown
several years earlier this magical spirit trail extends into the beyond where our
heroes encounter new enemies and danger while aldwyn learns about his
mysterious past full of high flying adventure and heartwarming friendships secrets
of the crown will make readers want to get even more familiar with the familiars a
science experiment gone horribly awry has granted max rocky and gizmo the
unique ability to read and understand human words armed with this know how
they continue to journey south on the lookout for beacons planted by a trusted
friend s owner beacons that promise to lead the trio to their people when the
companions reach the ocean s edge they find a free spirited beachfront community
reunited with long lost friends and introduced to a new delicacy cat kibble max
rocky and gizmo gain the motivation they need to keep going but danger lies ahead
as their travels take them deep into the spooky swampland can they discover what
s driven the humans away or have they finally reached the end of the long road the
last dogs the long road is the third book in a thrilling series about three unlikely
friends on an epic quest to find their people and bring them home this highly
detailed dungeons dragons swamp module can be adapted for any campaign
setting it includes adventures suitable to characters of any level the emphasis is on
verisimilitude with rules covering swamp ecology hazards and encounters also
included are descriptions of new monsters new spells new weapons new m riders
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of the realm author jennifer lynn alvarez will lift the reader on the wings of danger
and destiny magic and hope in this first book in an action packed fantasy
adventure series perfect for fans of the warriors and guardians of ga hoole series
once every hundred years a black foal is born prophesied to either unite or destroy
the five herds of winged horses that live in anok fated to become the most
powerful pegasus in all the land star is this black foal even though star seems
harmless because he s unable to fly the leaders of each herd aren t willing take any
risks so they plan to execute star before his first birthday with the threats against
him mounting star must rely on his friends and the untapped power within to win
an epic battle between good and evil new york times bestselling author peter
lerangis twelve year old twins ashley and ryan are tested to the extreme when
faced with a powerful avalanche while skiing in wyoming s grand teton mountains
includes survival tips from the national avalanche center and u s forest service can
dandelion and her raptor friends save sword mountain nancy yi fan the new york
times bestselling author of swordbird is back with her richly imagined fantasy bird
world on her sky born day dandelion is injured and separated from her parents the
exiled musician prince fleydur comes to her rescue and brings her to the castle of
sky but the court life of the golden eagles is still dominated by rigid traditions and
intrigue and now a new threat is looming as flying swordplay and music enter her
life dandelion will have the chance to show that a valley eaglet can be a true
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princess and a heroine too bravery equality and the gift of music triumph over all
an action packed and hilarious animal fantasy adventure from new york times
bestselling author and national book award finalist eliot schrefer this new series
stunner kirkus starred review will thrill fans of warriors and spirit animals caldera
has forever been divided into the animals who walk by night and those who walk
by day nightwalker panthers like young mez and her sister have always feared
daywalkers as creatures of myth and legend then mez discovers that she can enter
the daylight world and she rushes to discover what it means to cross the veil and
the extent of her newly uncovered magical powers before a reawakened evil
threatens everything she s ever known now with an unlikely group of animal
friends including a courageous bat a scholarly tree frog and an anxious monkey
mez must unravel an ancient mystery and face her greatest fears if they are to
have any hope of saving their endangered rainforest home discover the origins of
the warrior clans in this thrilling prequel to erin hunter s 1 nationally bestselling
warriors series this ebook collection includes the first three books in the dawn of
the clans prequel series and is perfect for the collections of longtime erin hunter
fans and readers new to the warriors world long before firestar came to
thunderclan a band of cats from the mountains set off on a dangerous journey in
search of a new home but in this unfamiliar new world great dangers await them
rufus the fox is up to something find out why he s acting so crazy in this clever
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simile story all night he s been sleeping like a log when the sun rises he feels as
fresh as a daisy in a story told entirely with similes rufus sneaks up and startles his
friend babette and leads her on a wild chase through the woods perfect for
teaching figurative language this brightly illustrated picture book includes the
definition of a simile as well as a brief introduction to idioms and cliches and
examples on every page of different sayings and similes loreen leedy s zany
illustrations depic the figurative sayings in literal ways a wooden fox sleeping like
a log a yellow and black striped sheep who s as mad as a hornet to bring home the
meanings of the expressions perfect for kids studying creative writing or english
language learners who may not be familiar with common but less literal sayings
crazy like a fox will make readers happy as a clam and help them incorporate
similes into their own writing from stacyplays the youtube sensation with over 2
million subscribers comes the exhilarating fourth and final book in her minecraft
inspired adventure series about a girl raised by wolves after barely surviving the
harsh tundra biome stacy has finally discovered the origins of the intelligent
playful wolves who ve raised her but will stacy be able to decode a mysterious
diary that may hold the keys to her future in the taiga as she races against time to
uncover the secrets buried within the diary s pages stacy and her pack set out on a
new thrilling adventure across biomes will they beat the clock and make it to the
farthest reaches of their world the deep ocean as they dive deeper into the
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unknown stacy and the wolves learn that the deep ocean may hold the biggest
secret yet stacy s wolves might not be as alone in this world as they once thought
fans of minecraft the crash and popularmmos presents a hole new world will love
this thrilling conclusion to the illustrated action packed series a stunning new
series from newbery honoree lasky set in the legendary world of ga hoole for
generations the noble polar bears have ruled the northern kingdoms but now their
society is on the brink of collapse its survival is up to a pair of twin cubs from erin
hunter the 1 nationally bestselling author of warriors comes book four in the action
packed survivors series praised by kirkus reviews as wild and wonderful adventure
in a starred review this epic animal fantasy series will leave readers howling for
more of lucky and the dogs of the wild pack lucky and alpha have reached a shaky
truce but tensions are still high within the newly united pack as the dogs search
for a home far away from the fierce dog camp they discover that no territory is
truly safe when they encounter a terrifying new pack also includes a sneak peek at
survivors 5 the endless lake full of heart fantasy and adventure the foxcraft trilogy
follows isla a young fox whose world is shattered when her family suddenly
vanishes isla s search for her missing brother pirie has brought her to the vast
wildlands the forest is a treacherous place for a fox cub but isla is talented in
foxcraft ancient arts of cunning known only to her kind skilled though she is isla s
grasp of foxcraft is still new and she s not alone a cruel and mysterious fox stalks
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the forest with the power to enslave others to his will in order to survive isla must
learn to trust in the rustic wildlands foxes but there are tales of others a council of
elders who are masters of foxcraft and who warily guard its most potent secrets if
isla wishes to master her gifts and find her brother then the elders may be her only
hope for more than a millennium the fox has been a ubiquitous figure at the
margins of the japanese collective imagination in the writings of the nobility and
the motifs of popular literature the fox is known as a shapeshifter able to assume
various forms in order to deceive others focusing on recurring themes of
transformation and duplicity in folklore theology and court and village practice the
fox s craft explores the meanings and uses of shapeshifter fox imagery in japanese
history michael bathgate finds that the shapeshifting powers of the fox make it a
surprisingly fundamental symbol in the discourse of elite and folk alike and a key
component in formulations of marriage and human identity religious knowledge
and the power of money the symbol of the shapeshifter fox thus provides a vantage
point from which to understand the social practice of signification



The Taken (Foxcraft, Book 1) 2015-09-29
the first book in a thrilling fantasy trilogy starring one of the animal kingdom s
most hunted heroes foxcraft is full of excitement and heart and a touch of magic
isla and her brother are two young foxes living just outside the lands of the furless
humans the life of a fox is filled with dangers but isla has begun to learn
mysterious skills meant to help her survive then the unthinkable happens
returning to her den isla finds it set ablaze and surrounded by strange foxes and
her family is nowhere in sight forced to flee she escapes into the cold gray world of
the furless now isla must navigate this bewildering and deadly terrain all while
being hunted by a ruthless enemy in order to survive she will need to master the
ancient arts of her kind magical gifts of cunning known only to foxes she must
unravel the secrets of foxcraft

Foxcraft 1: The Taken 2015-10-01
isla is young fox whose world is shattered when her family suddenly vanishes she
must track them down a search which will lead her to the elders a society of shape
shifting foxes and to her own legacy as one of the world s most tormented
creatures isla must outwit these perils with her flair for foxcraft skills of cunning



known only to foxes

The Mage (Foxcraft, Book 3) 2017-09-26
the final book in a thrilling fantasy trilogy starring one of the animal kingdom s
most hunted heroes foxcraft is full of excitement and heart and a touch of magic
isla has arrived at the frigid snowlands to find her lost brother pirie the tundra is a
harsh place and the wolves who live within its icy kingdoms are harsher still but
isla s flair for the mysterious arts of foxcraft has grown tremendously the young
fox is on a mission of grave importance a cruel and powerful fox known as the
mage is using his own mastery of foxcraft to summon an ancient threat if he
succeeds then more than just pirie s life will be at stake but isla discovers the once
proud wolves are broken and wary their king is weak struck by a peculiar madness
and a rival kingdom threatens their borders if isla can t find help amongst the
wolves then the whole world will burn

The Elders 2017-05-30
isla continues her search for her missing brother with haiki a friendly fox who
helps her navigate the treacherous wildlands and together they seek out the elders



from whom they hope to learn ancient art of foxcraft

The Crystal Ribbon 2017-01-31
wonder mysticism heartache and joy are the stones that set the path to one girl s
journey as her destiny unfolds in the village of huanan in medieval china the deity
that rules is the great huli jing though twelve year old li jing s name is a different
character entirely from the huli jing the sound is close enough to provide constant
teasing but maybe is also a source of greater destiny and power jing s life isn t
easy her father is a poor tea farmer and her family has come to the conclusion that
in order for everyone to survive jing must be sacrificed for the common good she is
sold as a bride to the koh family where she will be the wife and nursemaid to their
three year old son ju nan it s not fair and jing feels this bitterly especially when she
is treated poorly by the koh s and sold yet again into a worse situation that leads
jing to believe her only option is to run away and find home again with the help of
a spider who weaves jing a means to escape and a nightingale who helps her find
her way jing embarks on a quest back to huanan and to herself



White Fox: Dilah and the Moon Stone 2020-10-06
the first modern chinese middle grade series to be translated and brought to the
english speaking market from bestselling author chen jiatong a young white fox
dreams of being human when his parents are taken from him long held secrets and
a legend about a miraculous treasure rise to the surface in this perilous quest for
self discovery when a young white fox named dilah discovers a human family he
begins to dream of being human himself but when his parents are assassinated
long held secrets and a legend about a miraculous treasure rise to the surface a
treasure with the power to make animals human the clues to its location are
contained in a moonstone buried beneath their den but evil blue foxes seek the
treasure too and dilah must race to find it first along the way he meets all sorts of
other creatures a friendly seal an ancient tortoise and a fierce leopard but can he
stay one step ahead

White Fox in the Forest 2022-12-06
the second novel in the chinese bestselling white fox series translated by jennifer
feeley and with illustrations by viola wang the quest continues as white fox dilah
and his friends follow the moonstone s guiding light hearts set on transforming



into humans along the way they discover hostile terrain new friends fearsome
enemies and legendary magic including a mythical enchanted forest which may be
the answer to all their prayers but can they pass the ultimate test and prove they
have what it takes to be human an epic tale of friendship bravery and sacrifice
awaits

Wild Rescuers: Guardians of the Taiga 2018-06-05
new york times bestseller from stacyplays creator of the mega popular youtube
series dogcraft comes a thrilling illustrated novel about a girl raised by a pack of
wolves and her quest to protect their shared forest home the first in a new
minecraft inspired fantasy adventure series stacy was raised by wolves she s never
needed humans to survive and from what she sees of humans they re dangerous
and unpredictable for as long as she can remember stacy s pack of six powerful
playful wolves addison basil everest noah tucker and wink have been her only
family together stacy s pack patrols the forest to keep other animals safe relying
on her wits and each wolf s unique abilities to accomplish risky rescue missions
but as the forest changes and new dangers begin lurking are stacy and the wolves
prepared for the perils that await them fans of dantdm trayaurus and the
enchanted crystal and the warriors series plus shows like ranger bob will love this



minecraft inspired adventure

The Tygrine Cat 2008
lost and alone mati the cat seeks acceptance from a pack of feral cats at cressida
lock but in order to defeat the assassin on his trail mati must unlock the secret of
his true identity and learn to harness an ancient and deadly feline power

Stone Fox 2010-05-18
john reynolds gardiner s classic action packed adventure story about a thrilling
dogsled race has captivated readers for more than thirty years based on a rocky
mountain legend stone fox tells the story of little willy who lives with his
grandfather in wyoming when grandfather falls ill he is no longer able to work the
farm which is in danger of foreclosure little willy is determined to win the national
dogsled race the prize money would save the farm and his grandfather but he isn t
the only one who desperately wants to win willy and his brave dog searchlight
must face off against experienced racers including a native american man named
stone fox who has never lost a race exciting and heartwarming this novel has sold
millions of copies and was named a new york times outstanding children s book



The Tygrine Cat on the Run 2011
long before humans walked the earth there were two tribes of cats the sa mau of
the nile delta and the abyssinia tygrine from ancient nubia armed with mysterious
powers the ruthless sa sought to crush the tygrine and condemn all cats to
darkness even those who believe the legend claim the tribes became extinct 9 000
years ago with the domestication of cats they are mistaken mati lives among the
street cats at cressida lock but mati is different he is a tygrine the last of his kind

Wild Rescuers: Expedition on the Tundra
2020-03-03
a new york times bestselling series from stacyplays the youtube sensation with
over 2 million subscribers comes the exhilarating third book in her minecraft
inspired adventure series about a girl raised by wolves stacy always knew that the
intelligent playful wolves who raised her weren t like other animals normal wolf
packs don t spend their time rescuing animals and caring for an orphaned girl but
lately stacy s wolves have revealed to her just how special they are supernaturally
special the wolves each have their own unique ability they can breathe underwater



run at impossible speeds heal wounds and more they re extraordinary but how did
they get that way determined to uncover the truth stacy leads the pack north but
the harsh tundra biome pushes the pack to its limits can they survive long enough
to discover the truth and is stacy prepared for what the truth actually is fans of
minecraft the crash and popularmmos presents a hole new world will love this
illustrated action packed series

The Bloodstone Bird 2008
fantasy fiction a quest to find an enchanted bird from the back streets of london to
a dazzling new world sash hates school with its menacing teachers and stuck up
students his father max a taxidermist is too busy to notice sash longs for a life of
freedom when he finds a riddle in his father s study his life is changed for ever as
he embarks on a quest to find a mythical bird accompanied by school princess
verity sash travels to a faraway land his dreams of adventure are about to come
true but as sash and verity discover even paradise has a dark side



Pax, Journey Home 2021-09-14
from bestselling and award winning author sara pennypacker comes the long
awaited sequel to pax gorgeously crafted utterly compelling with stunning
illustrations by award winning author and illustrator jon klassen

The Familiars 2010-09-07
for fans of warriors and wings of fire comes a magical adventure story about a
street cat who s mistaken for a wizard s familiar whether furry flippered or
feathered you ll be taking a closer look at your family pet michael buckley author
of the sisters grimm and nerds when aldwyn a young alley cat on the run ducks
into a mysterious pet shop he doesn t expect his life to change but that s exactly
what happens when jack a young wizard in training picks aldwyn to be his magical
familiar finally off the tough streets aldwyn thinks he s got it made he just has to
convince the other familiars the know it all blue jay skylar and the friendly tree
frog gilbert that he s the telekinetic cat he claims to be but when jack and two
other wizards in training are captured by the evil queen aldwyn will have to use all
of his street smarts a few good friends and a nose for adventure to save the day
this delightful indie next pick is beloved by hundreds of thousands of readers and



was named to nine state award lists don t miss any of the exciting books in the
familiars series secrets of the crown circle of heroes and palace of dreams

The Taken 2015
isla and her brother are two young foxes living just outside a human city but one
night isla returns to her den to find it destroyed and surrounded by strange vicious
foxes so she takes refuge in the city while she masters foxcraft the ancient magical
arts of her kind

Unnaturals: The Battle Begins 2015-10-06
perfect for fans of the animorphs and warriors series devon hughes s exhilarating
debut is full of friendship heroism high stakes and epic adventure castor has
always been a stray prowling with his pack in the back alleys of lion s head that is
until the day that he s captured and taken to a dark laboratory full of terrifying
creatures they re called unnaturals and they re made to fight soon castor is
transformed from a mutt into a powerful beast with huge eagle wings and he s
thrust into the fighting ring he knows he ll need all of his courage to survive but it
will take unexpected human and animal allies and something even more than



courage for him to save the unnaturals

Lone Wolf (Wolves of the Beyond #1) 2010-07-01
from bestselling author katherine lasky comes the first book in wolves of the
beyond a stunning new spinoff from her legendary owl series guardians of ga hoole
a wolf mother has given birth but the warm bundle snuffling next to her brings
only anguish the pup otherwise healthy has a twisted leg and the mother knows
what the harsh code of the pack demands her pup will be taken from her and
abandoned on a desolate hill the pack cannot have weakness the wolf mother
knows that her pup is condemned to die but alone in the wilderness the pup faolan
does not perish this his story a story of survival of courage and of love triumphant
this is faolan s story the wolf pup who rose up to change forevever the wolves of
the beyond

Children of the Fox 2022-09-20
from the bestselling author of the blackthorn key series comes a thrilling ocean s
eleven like heist story for young readers now in trade paperback format five kids
with unusual talents are brought together to commit an impossible crime failure is



unacceptable but success could be deadly a magic infused fantasy that brings
together a ragtag group of kids to pull off a crime so difficult countless adults have
already tried and failed lured by the promise of more money than they ve ever
dreamed of five young criminals are hired to steal a heavily guarded treasure from
the most powerful sorcerer in the city there s callan the con artist meribel the
expert at acrobatics and knives gareth the researcher lachlan who can obtain
anything and foxtail whose mysterious eyeless mask doesn t hinder her ability to
climb walls like a spider though their shadowy backgrounds mean that they ve
never trusted anyone but themselves the five must learn to rely on each other in
order to get the job done but as callan has been warned most of his life it s best to
stay away from magic it can turn on you at any moment and make you think you re
the one running the con game when in reality you re the one being fooled faced
with these unsurmountable odds can the new friends pull off this legendary heist
or has their luck finally run out

A Vanishing of Griffins 2021-01-07
for fans of how to train your dragon and the hobbit the sizzling magical fantasy
adventure that began with a darkness of dragons continues brave friends patch
wren and barver are no strangers to danger they take peril in their stride as they



seek out their deadly foe the evil piper of hamelyn but trying to stop his quest for
power may end in a battle that will tear the three young heroes world apart it has
all the ingredients of a perfect fantasy adventure kieran larwood author of the
legend of podkin one ear

Sent 2009-08-25
determined not to lose their friends jonah and his sister katherine grab chip s arms
just as he s being sent away

Secrets of the Crown 2011-09-06
prepare for the unfamiliar when every bit of human magic disappears suddenly
from vastia it falls on the familiars aldwyn the telekinetic cat skylar the know it all
blue jay and gilbert the gullible tree frog to find the crown of the snow leopard an
ancient relic that can reverse the curse they learn that the only way to do this is by
following in the paw prints of aldwyn s missing father who went searching for the
crown several years earlier this magical spirit trail extends into the beyond where
our heroes encounter new enemies and danger while aldwyn learns about his
mysterious past full of high flying adventure and heartwarming friendships secrets



of the crown will make readers want to get even more familiar with the familiars

Fables, of Æsop and Other Eminent Mythologists
1699
a science experiment gone horribly awry has granted max rocky and gizmo the
unique ability to read and understand human words armed with this know how
they continue to journey south on the lookout for beacons planted by a trusted
friend s owner beacons that promise to lead the trio to their people when the
companions reach the ocean s edge they find a free spirited beachfront community
reunited with long lost friends and introduced to a new delicacy cat kibble max
rocky and gizmo gain the motivation they need to keep going but danger lies ahead
as their travels take them deep into the spooky swampland can they discover what
s driven the humans away or have they finally reached the end of the long road the
last dogs the long road is the third book in a thrilling series about three unlikely
friends on an epic quest to find their people and bring them home



The Last Dogs: The Long Road 2013-11-05
this highly detailed dungeons dragons swamp module can be adapted for any
campaign setting it includes adventures suitable to characters of any level the
emphasis is on verisimilitude with rules covering swamp ecology hazards and
encounters also included are descriptions of new monsters new spells new
weapons new m

Dreadmire 2005
riders of the realm author jennifer lynn alvarez will lift the reader on the wings of
danger and destiny magic and hope in this first book in an action packed fantasy
adventure series perfect for fans of the warriors and guardians of ga hoole series
once every hundred years a black foal is born prophesied to either unite or destroy
the five herds of winged horses that live in anok fated to become the most
powerful pegasus in all the land star is this black foal even though star seems
harmless because he s unable to fly the leaders of each herd aren t willing take any
risks so they plan to execute star before his first birthday with the threats against
him mounting star must rely on his friends and the untapped power within to win
an epic battle between good and evil new york times bestselling author peter



lerangis

The Guardian Herd: Starfire 2014-09-23
twelve year old twins ashley and ryan are tested to the extreme when faced with a
powerful avalanche while skiing in wyoming s grand teton mountains includes
survival tips from the national avalanche center and u s forest service

Avalanche! 2018
can dandelion and her raptor friends save sword mountain nancy yi fan the new
york times bestselling author of swordbird is back with her richly imagined fantasy
bird world on her sky born day dandelion is injured and separated from her
parents the exiled musician prince fleydur comes to her rescue and brings her to
the castle of sky but the court life of the golden eagles is still dominated by rigid
traditions and intrigue and now a new threat is looming as flying swordplay and
music enter her life dandelion will have the chance to show that a valley eaglet can
be a true princess and a heroine too bravery equality and the gift of music triumph
over all



Sword Mountain 2012-07-03
an action packed and hilarious animal fantasy adventure from new york times
bestselling author and national book award finalist eliot schrefer this new series
stunner kirkus starred review will thrill fans of warriors and spirit animals caldera
has forever been divided into the animals who walk by night and those who walk
by day nightwalker panthers like young mez and her sister have always feared
daywalkers as creatures of myth and legend then mez discovers that she can enter
the daylight world and she rushes to discover what it means to cross the veil and
the extent of her newly uncovered magical powers before a reawakened evil
threatens everything she s ever known now with an unlikely group of animal
friends including a courageous bat a scholarly tree frog and an anxious monkey
mez must unravel an ancient mystery and face her greatest fears if they are to
have any hope of saving their endangered rainforest home

The Lost Rainforest #1: Mez's Magic 2018-01-02
discover the origins of the warrior clans in this thrilling prequel to erin hunter s 1
nationally bestselling warriors series this ebook collection includes the first three
books in the dawn of the clans prequel series and is perfect for the collections of



longtime erin hunter fans and readers new to the warriors world long before
firestar came to thunderclan a band of cats from the mountains set off on a
dangerous journey in search of a new home but in this unfamiliar new world great
dangers await them

Warriors: Dawn of the Clans 3-Book Collection
2014-08-26
rufus the fox is up to something find out why he s acting so crazy in this clever
simile story all night he s been sleeping like a log when the sun rises he feels as
fresh as a daisy in a story told entirely with similes rufus sneaks up and startles his
friend babette and leads her on a wild chase through the woods perfect for
teaching figurative language this brightly illustrated picture book includes the
definition of a simile as well as a brief introduction to idioms and cliches and
examples on every page of different sayings and similes loreen leedy s zany
illustrations depic the figurative sayings in literal ways a wooden fox sleeping like
a log a yellow and black striped sheep who s as mad as a hornet to bring home the
meanings of the expressions perfect for kids studying creative writing or english
language learners who may not be familiar with common but less literal sayings



crazy like a fox will make readers happy as a clam and help them incorporate
similes into their own writing

Crazy Like a Fox 2009-09-15
from stacyplays the youtube sensation with over 2 million subscribers comes the
exhilarating fourth and final book in her minecraft inspired adventure series about
a girl raised by wolves after barely surviving the harsh tundra biome stacy has
finally discovered the origins of the intelligent playful wolves who ve raised her but
will stacy be able to decode a mysterious diary that may hold the keys to her future
in the taiga as she races against time to uncover the secrets buried within the
diary s pages stacy and her pack set out on a new thrilling adventure across
biomes will they beat the clock and make it to the farthest reaches of their world
the deep ocean as they dive deeper into the unknown stacy and the wolves learn
that the deep ocean may hold the biggest secret yet stacy s wolves might not be as
alone in this world as they once thought fans of minecraft the crash and
popularmmos presents a hole new world will love this thrilling conclusion to the
illustrated action packed series



Wild Rescuers: Sentinels in the Deep Ocean
2021-01-26
a stunning new series from newbery honoree lasky set in the legendary world of ga
hoole for generations the noble polar bears have ruled the northern kingdoms but
now their society is on the brink of collapse its survival is up to a pair of twin cubs

The Quest of the Cubs 2018-09-11
from erin hunter the 1 nationally bestselling author of warriors comes book four in
the action packed survivors series praised by kirkus reviews as wild and wonderful
adventure in a starred review this epic animal fantasy series will leave readers
howling for more of lucky and the dogs of the wild pack lucky and alpha have
reached a shaky truce but tensions are still high within the newly united pack as
the dogs search for a home far away from the fierce dog camp they discover that
no territory is truly safe when they encounter a terrifying new pack also includes a
sneak peek at survivors 5 the endless lake



Survivors #4: The Broken Path 2015-02-10
full of heart fantasy and adventure the foxcraft trilogy follows isla a young fox
whose world is shattered when her family suddenly vanishes isla s search for her
missing brother pirie has brought her to the vast wildlands the forest is a
treacherous place for a fox cub but isla is talented in foxcraft ancient arts of
cunning known only to her kind skilled though she is isla s grasp of foxcraft is still
new and she s not alone a cruel and mysterious fox stalks the forest with the power
to enslave others to his will in order to survive isla must learn to trust in the rustic
wildlands foxes but there are tales of others a council of elders who are masters of
foxcraft and who warily guard its most potent secrets if isla wishes to master her
gifts and find her brother then the elders may be her only hope

Mainstreaming ethics in higher education :
research ethics in administration, finance,
education, environment and law 2019
for more than a millennium the fox has been a ubiquitous figure at the margins of
the japanese collective imagination in the writings of the nobility and the motifs of



popular literature the fox is known as a shapeshifter able to assume various forms
in order to deceive others focusing on recurring themes of transformation and
duplicity in folklore theology and court and village practice the fox s craft explores
the meanings and uses of shapeshifter fox imagery in japanese history michael
bathgate finds that the shapeshifting powers of the fox make it a surprisingly
fundamental symbol in the discourse of elite and folk alike and a key component in
formulations of marriage and human identity religious knowledge and the power of
money the symbol of the shapeshifter fox thus provides a vantage point from which
to understand the social practice of signification

Foxcraft 2: The Elders 2016-10-06

The Fox's Craft in Japanese Religion and Culture
2004-03



A Treatise on the Statute of Frauds 1884

Morning Telegraph's Racing Chart Book 1914
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